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Garfield Original Graphic Novel 2017-06-06

sucked into an ultimate 3 d television garfield and odie are sent on a
reality bending adventure

Adventure Time Original Graphic Novel Vol. 1:
Playing With Fire 2016-02-09

includes adventure time with bmo written and illustrated by meredith mcclaren

Clarence Original Graphic Novel: Getting Gilben
2017-04-25

it s just another movie night at the local drive in theater when clarence
witnesses his classmate gilben get taken by something he just can t explain
with the help of his best friends jeff and sumo clarence sets out to unravel
the mystery and get gilben back back cover

Garfield's Big Fat Hairy Adventure 2016-10-25

garfield the lasagna loving cat odie the dog and their owner jon have a
series of adventures where they enter a talent competition encounter a child
genius and horrifically eat a vegetarian lasagna
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Lumberjanes Original Graphic Novel: The Infernal
Compass 2018-10-31

eisner award nominated writer lilah sturges fables thor season one teams with
artist polterink enough space for everyone else for the first lumberjanes
graphic novel in a story about finding your way and navigating life love and
a literal forest when the janes start to become separated during an
orienteering outing thanks to a mysterious compass molly becomes more and
more insecure about the effect of her relationship with mal on the other
girls meanwhile a lonely woman explorer is trying to steal the compass with
the help of some weirdly polite automaton butlers

James Bond In "Reflections of Death" Original
Graphic Novel 2020-09-16

128 stunning pages of nonstop thrills and intrigue an all new all original
james bond graphic novel by a cavalcade of superstars greg pak star wars
darth vader andy diggle daredevil green arrow benjamin percy x force
wolverine gail simone deadpool wonder woman mark russell red sonja the
flintstones vita ayala danny lore james bond ongoing series six stunning
stories featuring the world s greatest spy moneypenny has been kidnapped and
the mystery of who has her and what they want will only be revealed when if
007 is able to complete his incredible missions
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Dracula 2021-09-21

dracula both the legendary blood thirsty vampire and his historic inspiration
vlad the impaler has terrified and fascinated the world via a myriad of films
and books ever since bram stoker s original 1809 novel tales of the vampiric
prince of darkness have been adapted to every format including a number of
graphic novels but just as stoker s 1809 novel ever holds its historic place
so too does the original dracula graphic novel the premier 1966 graphic
adaptation of stoker s classic was edited and packaged as a paperback by
legendary creepy magazine founding editor russ unca creepy jones creepy
launched as a full sized uncensored black and white horror comics magazine in
1964 it ran most famously adorned with covers by frank frazetta for near 300
issues over two decades spawning a tsunami of imitators and competing horror
magazine lines including from marvel from 2008 2019 dark horse released a
complete library of creepy archives hardcovers which often made the new york
times bestseller list after leaving creepy magazine for the landmark dracula
graphic novel jones enlisted supergirl co creator writer otto binder and star
trek twin earths and creepy artist alden mcwilliams to adapt stoker s novel
legendary dracula actor christopher lee even provides an introduction for
halloween 2021 vanguard has enlarged revised and expanded this historic but
long out of print classic in a luxurious hardcover edition with a new
historic essay by how to draw chiller monsters author j david spurlock
examples of historically related art by neal adams gene colan and a new cover
by the most celebrated creepy artist of all and a new cover by the most
celebrated creepy artist frank frazetta the package makes a surprisingly
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tastefully terrifying addition to every library and horror fan s bookshelf

Clarence Original Graphic Novel: Chicken Phantom
2016-05-17

camping with the rest of the rough riders scouts clarence and his friends
discover a journal that details exactly where a pirate buried his treasure
years ago but the journal also describes a chicken phantom that menaces those
in the forest

Macbeth 2008

this full colour graphic novel presents the scottish play just as shakespeare
intended in its original and unabridged format ideal for purists students and
readers who will appreciate the unaltered text macbeth is probably the most
dramatic of shakespeare s tragedies and this version will give you a brand
new and totally fulfilling view of the sheer genius of shakespeare s story
telling featuring stunning artwork and full of action atmosphere and intrigue
from start to finish this new treatment of the bard s tragedy will have you
on the edge of your seat book jacket
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The Originals: The Essential Edition 2018-09-18

deluxe edition of the eisner award winning mod sci fi coming of age graphic
novel from dave gibbons co creator of watchmen includes 32 pages of never
before seen development art process pieces and behind the scenes extras all
annotated by gibbons in a retro futuristic city of industrial gray where
hover scooters music and drugs rule the street the originals are the toughest
most stylish gang around for two childhood friends nothing is more important
than being one of them but being part of the crowd will bring its own deadly
consequences the originals is dave gibbons doing what he was born to do
telling a story that s all his own and telling it with grace verve and drama
the result is well original topnotch comics frank miller sharp as the lapels
on his mohair revved up on lambrettas and doobs the originals is dave gibbons
at the very top of his considerable game dripping style and soul like dance
floor sweat delivering a narrative that s young good looking and up for a
ruck buy this immediately and smell the oil the blood the seaside i don t
care where you ve been you ain t been nowhere til you ve been in alan moore
what a fantastic looking book dave s vast storytelling experience and
effortless ease with the medium shine from every page of the originals garth
ennis

The Amazing World of Gumball Original Graphic
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Novel: Fairy Tale Trouble 2015-12-22

after a magician casts a spell that turns elmore into a place of danger and
misadventures it is up to wizard darwin knight anais and jester gumball to
rescue the citizens of elmore from being stuck in the middle ages forever

Hamlet the Graphic Novel - Original Text 2013-09-30

the entire shakespeare play unabridged to be or not to be the bard s longest
play an epic in every sense

Regular Show Original Graphic Novel Vol. 1:
Hydration 2014-09-09

when a mysterious pool suddenly appears on the hottest day of the summer
mordecai and rigby think it will be the perfect way to beat the heat until a
giant snake monster puts them both in major trouble

Firefly Original Graphic Novel: Watch How I Soar
2020-12-09

return to the critically acclaimed world of joss whedon s firefly and
serenity in an all new graphic novel spotlighting hoban wash washburne pilot
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of the spaceship serenity who has just realized he s about to die as wash s
life flashes before him he revisits untold moments in his life from growing
up on a planet ravaged by pollution to meeting the woman of his dreams in zoe
and in those final moments wash will reach out to connect with a surprising
someone he never thought possible to meet proving that some bonds transcend
our mortal coils with original short stories from superstar creative teams
learn the untold past present and maybe even future of the best pilot in the
verse hoban wash washburne

Ms. Marvel: Stretched Thin (Original Graphic Novel)
2021-09-21

an original middle grade graphic novel starring breakout character and new
jersey s own ms marvel kamala khan a k a ms marvel is stretched too thin
literally she s having a hard time balancing schoolwork with being a good
friend being there for her family becoming the best fanfic writer this side
of the hudson river and you know becoming a super hero she s tired and just
barely keeping control but she s handling it totally but when a mysterious
robot tries to infiltrate avengers tower it ll be up to ms marvel to again
literally pull herself together learn to ask for help and fix the mess she s
made before anyone gets hurt
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F. Paul Wilson's Repairman Jack: Scar-Lip Redux
Original Graphic Novel 2020-05-27

an original graphic novel starring repairman jack written by series creator f
paul wilson and illustrated by antonio james bond fuso got a problem he can
fix it he thought he d seen the last of the rakoshi but one has survived a
particularly cunning and deadly rakosh known to jack as scar lip now jack
faces the fights of his life as he seeks to end the creature once and for all
before it ends him

Monster High: Hopes and Screams 2014-07-01

seven brand new stories about all your favorite monster high characters come
to life in this gorgeous full color graphic novel

Lumberjanes Original Graphic Novel: True Colors
2020-10-20

a new graphic novel from the new york times bestselling series where ripley
feeling the burden of being unique meets a unicorn with the opposite problem
and reminds her of who she is at miss qiunzella thiskwin penniquiqual thistle
crumpet s camp for hardcore lady types being yourself has a long tradition of
being celebrated and no one knows that better than ripley who has spent a
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summer going where the wind takes her but sometimes going against the grain
is starting to feel like she s going against her friends and ripley s not
sure if being unique is all it s cracked up to be so when she meets a
zebracorn with the ability to blend in anywhere ripley s starts to think she
should take on a new identity one that looks more like everyone else in this
third and final volume new york times best selling author lilah sturges and
acclaimed artist polterink take ripley and us on a journey to discover who
she truly is and reminds us that showing others your true colors can help you
see theirs too

Garfield: The Monday That Wouldn't End Original
Graphic Novel 2019-05-08

it s that most dreaded day and of course everything is going wrong wrong
wrong for garfield but this is no ordinary monday and the frazzled feline
finds himself stuck in a time loop reliving the agony over and over and over
can garfield find a way to end this rotten day or will he be stuck forever
garfield and the gang are back in an all new graphic novel with stories
written by scott nickel and mark evanier garfield friends and illustrated by
series regular antonio alfaro and artist dave alvarez

Adventure Time Original Graphic Novel Vol. 9
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2017-03-28

when finn and jake decide to covertly follow lumpy space princess and tree
trunks on their treasure hunt they realize that lsp knows more about this
treasure than she is letting on

Adventure Time Original Graphic Novel Vol. 3:
Seeing Red 2014-03-11

when finn s soul is kidnapped by a fortune telling pal tricking dragon it is
up to flame princess and jake to get their buddy back but can flame princess
cool off long enough to make it through the travails and traps that stand in
their way page 4 of cover

Garfield Original Graphic Novel: The Thing in the
Fridge 2017-10-31

davis legendary creation returns to comics with three all new short stories
including contributions by star writer evanier garfield friends 6 x 9
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Miles Morales: Stranger Tides (Original Spider-Man
Graphic Novel) 2022-11-01

an original middle grade graphic novel from graphix starring miles morales by
bestselling author justin a reynolds and eisner nominee pablo leon join miles
morales in his most epic adventure yet miles morales has just about gotten
used to this being spider man thing keeping brooklyn safe taking down bad
guys and finishing his homework he s got this but when spider man is invited
to a launch for a brand new video game things go sideways fast anyone who
plays the game is frozen and it s all because of a villain named the stranger
he s judged humanity and found it lacking and his idea of justice is extreme
left with the fate of the world in his hands and the clock is ticking on
miles can he turn old foes to friends and find the answers he needs in time

Stargazer 2011-10-12

young marie inherits a mysterious item she knows only as the artifact a
treasured keepsake of her late grandmother while on a backyard camping trip
the artifact transports marie and her best friends sophie and elora to a
strange and distant world and disappears gathering their courage the three
friends set out to find a way home in the concluding volume marni and her
friends experience new adventures disappointments and encounter an odd
assortment of little creatures along the way with the return of a monster
that threatened them at the start of their adventure the girls must unite to
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face their fears and fight for their lives

Jane Eyre 2008

presents in graphic novel format an adaptation of brontë s story about an
orphaned young english woman who accepts employment as a governess at
thornfield hall a country estate owned by the mysterious and remote mr
rochester

Dracula 2011

everyone s favorite tale of good versus evil takes on a whole new look in
this graphic novel join luke skywalker han solo princess leia darth vader and
the rest of the heroes and villains from a galaxy far far away in this
graphic novel collection that retells the original three star wars films a
new hope the empire strikes back and return of the jedi you ll experience the
saga in a way you never have before

Star Wars: Original Trilogy Graphic Novel
2016-03-01

steven finds himself enrolled in connie s school after a show and tell lesson
goes awry and that is just the beginning after getting to see what normal
school is like steven is having the time of his life but it might mean losing
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connie in the process between wanting to graduate with good grades and
keeping her record clean connie realizes that having her best friend at
school might not have been all it was meant to be and when a stray gem and
homework collide it s not just friendships on the line but an entire school
page 4 of cover

Steven Universe Original Graphic Novel: Too Cool
for School 2016-04-26

presents in graphic novel format an easy to follow adaptation of shakespeare
s play of the tragic consequences of a deadly feud between two rival families
in renaissance verona

Romeo & Juliet 2011

many consider the tempest to be shakespeare s crowning glory cast onto the
waters by his power hungry brother prospero has developed strong magical
powers that he now uses to teach a lesson to those that have previously
wronged him and his daughter miranda designed to encourage readers to enjoy
classical literature titles in the classical comics range stay true to the
original vision of the authors they also offer alternative text versions to
cater for different readership levels all of the events of the play are
present in every version it s only the speech that changes to support the use
of this title in the classroom photocopiable teachers resources are available
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that offer lesson plans and activities from 6th grade and up isbn 978 1
906332 77 8

The Tempest the Graphic Novel: Original Text
2016-09-13

after her annual trip to visit pals takes a bad turn princess bubblegum needs
the friendship of p b and peppermint butler to keep the peace in the land of
ooo

Adventure Time Original Graphic Novel Vol. 4:
Bitter Sweets 2014-11-11

an all new original graphic novel inspired by the world of the cartoon
network emmy award nominated series steven universe as steven and the crystal
gems must discover the truth behind the mysterious vandalism on the boardwalk
steven must save the summer steven and the crystal gems are recruited by
mayor dewey to help clean up the boardwalk before their new summer festival
but who is behind these acts of vandalism as steven and his friends
investigate they ll discover the culprits are their own kind of monstrous
mess saving the day will be a dirty job but someone s gotta do it writer
taiya perper and artist selena bejarano present an all new original graphic
novel story inspired by the world of the cartoon network emmy award nominated
series steven universe
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Steven Universe Original Graphic Novel: Crystal
Clean 2020-05-05

the revolution has been remastered and updated in this sci fi thriller hans
an american journalist with a photographic memory escapes new york city after
it falls under martial law traumatized by the deadly authoritarian crackdown
he witnessed and harboring vital knowledge that can restore freedom and
democracy back home hans takes refuge with a group of militant activists in
amsterdam where a multi national weapons manufacturer controls the levers of
power with the help of state controlled media hans curious mind uncovers an
ecological disaster in the making and a deadly terrorist conspiracy puts him
in the crosshairs of authorities with nowhere left to run hans must choose
between the pen or the sword to expose the truth and face the consequences as
a political dissident this collection presents the pander brothers mid 1990s
graphic novel triple x now in color with a new introductory story completely
remastered and redrawn story pages and a new sketchbook section collects the
original triple x graphic novel by the pander brothers now in full color with
a new introductory chapter remastered original interiors and a new sketchbook
section

Dissident X 2019-12-03

when ivy met rachel the result wasn t exactly love at first sight sparks flew
as the living vampire and the stubborn witch learned what it meant to be
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partners now kim harrison the acclaimed author of pale demon and black magic
sanction turns back the clock to tell the tale in an original full color
graphic novel hot as hell tough as nails detective ivy tamwood has been
demoted from homicide down to lowly street crime detail as if rousting trolls
and policing pixies instead of catching killers wasn t bad enough she s also
been saddled with a newbie partner who s an earth witch it s enough to make
any living vampire bare her fangs but when a coven of murderous witches
begins preying on werewolves rachel morgan quickly proves she s a good witch
who knows how to be a badass together ivy and rachel hit the mean streets to
deal swift justice to the evil element among cincinnati s supernatural set
but there s more to their partnership than they realize and more blood and
black magic in their future than they bargained for

Blood Work 2012-02-22

the famous feline goes to the beach in this all new original graphic novel
when jon wins a free vacation he heads to the beach with liz garfield odie
and nermal for two weeks of fun in the sun but will a super storm a scary
shark sighting and an even scarier snack shortage ruin the trip

Garfield Original Graphic Novel: Trouble in
Paradise 2018-09-18

on the trail of a thief mordecai and rigby rely on their role models from
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action and noir movies to become super sleuths and discover who stole pop s
socks

Regular Show Original Graphic Novel Vol. 2: Noir
Means Noir, Buddy 2015-08-11

while camping ben uses one of his alien forms to play a prank on some bigfoot
enthusiasts and accidentally stumbles on what he gwen and max believe to be
the real bigfoot ben tennyson isn t your average 10 year old he s also the
wielder of the the omnitrix an alien device that allows ben to shift into 10
different alien forms from around the galaxy together with his cousin gwen
and his grandpa max they protect the world from alien incursions when grandpa
max takes ben and gwen on a camping trip away from alien shenanigans ben has
the bright idea to prank some bigfoot enthusiasts with one of his alien forms
little do they know the real bigfoot might be just around the corner join
rainbow award winning writer cb lee not your sidekick and up and coming
artist lidan chen in the first installment of original graphic novels based
on cartoon network s hit ben 10 series includes two pages of exclusive ben 10
stickers

Ben 10 Original Graphic Novel: The Truth is Out
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There 2019-03-26

when a long lost constitution is found princess bubblegum must win an
election to keep her seat as the ruler of the land of ooo

Adventure Time Original Graphic Novel Vol. 8
2016-09-27

1 new york times bestselling author alan gratz delivers an all new original
captain america graphic novel in this thrilling historical adventure 18 year
old steve rogers aka captain america and his young sidekick bucky barnes are
fighting in wwii when they encounter a threat like none they ve ever seen a
ghost army the dead of this war and wars past are coming back to life
impervious to bullets flames or anything else the allies can throw at them
the armies rise from the ground in the night and seem to disappear without a
trace how can cap and buck fight something that s already dead and just what
does the mysterious baron mordo sitting in his castle atop nearby wundagore
mountain have to do with this award winning new york times bestselling author
alan gratz refugee ground zero merges the worlds of historical fiction and
super hero comics in this one of a kind graphic novel that is sure to be met
with major enthusiasm from fans of all ages
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Captain America: The Ghost Army (Original Graphic
Novel) 2023-01-03

wordless books were stories from the early part of the twentieth century told
in black and white woodcuts imaginatively authored without any text although
woodcut novels have their roots spreading back through the history of graphic
arts including block books and playing cards it was not until the early part
of the twentieth century that they were conceived and published despite its
short lived popularity the woodcut novel had an important impact on the
development of comic art particularly contemporary graphic novels with a
focus on adult themes scholar david a beronä examines the history of these
books and the art and influence of pioneers like frans masereel lynd ward
otto nückel william gropper milt gross and laurence hyde among others the
images are powerful and iconic and as relevant to the world today as they
were when they were first produced beronä places these artists in the context
of their time and in the context of ours creating a scholarly work of
important significance in the burgeoning field of comics and comics history

Wordless Books 2008-05-01
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